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MESSAGE FROM GRAND MASTER
As Sir Sagal put it, Change is good, we evolve with change, but change
should be for the best of all concerned, the Family of Man, not just
Knights. Not all Knighthoods feel that way, because they would rather
fight to keep it in the old violent paradigm they are accustomed to, rather
than change, evolve and flower into the higher good. We and our allies like
the “Kota” “Ubuntu Societies” “Thrive” “New Earth Nation” and others
are charging ahead in spirit and in works, to cut the path to Individual
Sovereignty and true freedom. Many will not follow at this time, not
because they cannot see the light, it is that the tunnel entrance is hidden in
lies and propaganda, socio-economic hurdles and intentional political saber
rattling. Intent and Aware Consciousness is all it takes to calm the situation
to a low noise level. So that stress us relieved and we can calmly move
forward without obstacles, most of which we put there ourselves.
All life is sacred, even those that in other times were considered enemies
by political insanity that has plagued earth for long enough. We have
modalities that can eliminate the non-changeable entities without loss of
life, theirs or ours.

MESSAGE FROM PATRON
Apart from Message from Grand Master, this month Prince Patrick
feels the need share some Message of Great Importance.
As many of you may be aware, the last few years a group of our fellow
HU-MANS has been singled out and put in ‘bad daylight’.
It’s a Hydra with many heads, be it El Qaida, Boko Haram, etc etc, in all
cases the intent is give a certain (religious) group a bad name, in this case
we talk about Muslims. The reason for this is the ‘good old’ Divide and
Conquer, an ancient strategy of Imperialism.
If there is one group that has helped us survive, after the Money Changers
had taken our Castle/Embassy, it is them, our hard working Muslim
Brothers. You might say ‘I’ am just lucky, for know them long time, but
still, would YOU have offered us a place to stay and daily meal? Some
groups still know about Extended Family, which is based on Service To
Others, where the many are still stuck in Service To Self.
Hard working?! YES, and mostly for little money, preferably self
employed, many in restaurants. Before saying they can’t even speak your
language correctly, reading and wring even worse. In-deed, this is correct,
but they do follow language courses. For some reason these courses are not
in a way for them to learn easily, again, because of their many hours work
they have little time. So, what about ‘us’ stretching our hands, assisting in
short inter-active ‘lessons’, 1on1, especially for writing or helping with
‘official’ documents?!
It’s too easy point at others, together is the way to go, entering Future (is
Now), for this our Magical Box, our ‘world’, is for ALL to Enjoy …

UQD FOUNDATION
NEWS

UQD Foundation Campaign
As White Knights, we are
NOT required pay Entrance
Fees or monthly dues.
As White Knights we believe
knowledge should be shared
and not hidden. We do not buy
titles but spiritually earn them
by our own merits. That being
said, I wish invite each and
every one of you to commit to
donate some money or
currency (each month) to the
UQD Foundation. If each of us
committed to this, by the end of
the year we would have
achieved a small reserve to
either assist a fellow Knight in
need or help fund Research or
Projects.
Most of us do not think twice
about purchasing a coffee. If
we, as White Knights, do not
believe in contributing to our
own cause, how can we expect
others to?
I have donated my 1 EU to
UQD this month to kick off this
campaign! Will you join me?
www.uqdedu.eu/who2help.html#uqd
For Full Transparency have a
look at our Financial Reports.
Please do your part and join me
in pledging today! “Free Will”
of course applies.
Thank you all in advance.
Lady Suzanne Edwards

This month some more of
our UQD Professor Hubert
Zeitlmair. Hubert wishes to
share a different viewpoint of
the traditional Christian Easter
Story. Once you read this
piece, you will never look at
Easter in the same light again.
Please see www.uqdedu.eu/docs/Easter%20event%
202015.pdf

Knights in Action

In each issue, this section will showcase
all the Great Work that our White
Knights, UQD Professors or “Friends of
the White Knights” are doing worldwide
in their own communities.
As an update to the previous issue, Sir William
Donavan had this to say:
When I did the book "Glimpses of Epiphany", I
toned it down quite a bit. I minimized the
editorializing and the sarcasm, but a few things
tended to sneak in anyway. I had a few chapters
in a section I began called "The Big Picture",
and realized it was better in another book, as this
one was difficult to get published anyway. The
elephant in the room that no one wants to
acknowledge is the relationship between politics
and science---really all sciences. Politics is the
polar opposite from science, or truth seeking in
general. Politics tends to corrupt and
compromise, and science, philosophy and truth
seeking look for the absolute reality BEHIND
what appears as reality. When a civilization
enters the slippery slope, it combines politics
with that pure and innocent discipline corrupting
it--and that is what we see today. Can we pull it
back from the brink? Perhaps, and perhaps not.
But there were always cycles of civilization, and
when it declines small groups gather together to
advance and preserve what is there.
We as Knights are one of those groups.

Did you know Hubert has
written a book as well?

Others are more secretive, and cloister
themselves away from the eyes of the world in
fear that they may be either targeted or
corrupted. It takes a great deal of courage to "be
out there" and maintain your integrity--a lot of
strength as well. To take on a task such as this
says a lot about who or what we are. Sometimes
it seems insurmountable and overwhelming. But
in climbing a mountain, you look at things one
step at a time, and look back at the travails after
the summit is reached, realizing the effort was
worth it. Such as it is with life as well. A good
friend of mine who has since passed on said,
"You think these problems are impossible, but
ask yourself--will it matter in a hundred years? If
not then it really doesn't matter, does it? Time
changes perspective." That was RW Moore, who
published a newspaper called "The Truth", and
put some articles in there which were very
unpopular at first, but once again in retrospect
extremely prophetic. He looked a lot like the
Grand Master, and dressed as Santa Claus for
the family during holidays.
So the moral of the story is this: Live your Truth
in Honesty and Transparency, while being
sensitive to other's feelings as well. You might
think you're carrying a feather when the other
one sees a sledgehammer!

Highlighting the Works
of Hadji Maher,
Plenipotentiary of Prince
Patrick, from the Land of
Khem.

Since last year have been
asked to assist in making
possible operations of
children that can’t be
helped in Egypt, such as for
brain surgery in the
Hannover International
Neuroscience Institute or
orthopedic in The Hague’s
Juliana Children’s Hospital.
The parents and child may
use the opportunity to visit
a Zoo or other places, as to
not continuously think of
being dis-eased.
The amount of pleasure this
brings can’t be described.
Let us know if you too wish
assist in creating happy
faces.
Maher is too modest to be
contacted directly, so please
send any comments to
patrick@uqd-edu.eu

Change
Pay Close Attention

Do you Have Story Ideas or Content for Next issue?
We intend to have a monthly issue of Our Newsletter. If you have a great
story to share/tell or perhaps a resource (or video you wish to share) in the
next issue, do let me know. If you wish be featured in next month’s “Knights
in Action” section just ask! You do not have to be a Knight yet to include
content or be featured. Apprentices are welcome and encouraged to do so.
Also, UQD Professors and “Friends of the White Knights” are also welcome
to submit content. Within SWKM-OSG ALL are equal. Please do feel free to
share anything that inspired you along your spiritual path that you feel might
be of interest to others. This Newsletter is for you and about you. For content
suggestions and ideas please contact Lady Suzanne Edwards at
suzanne.edwards@uqd-edu.eu
Requirements
Since a while the battery of the laptop empties in a short moment, it seems need replacement. Also
having issue with power adapter, the connector does not fit well leading to black screen, using tape now,
it be better replace with original adapter. Both need not be new, have a look around with friends, and also
no need spend a lot on postage, we need remain reasonable. Both are for Acer Aspire 8930G.
An optional be a small external USB disk, so can boot from this using OpenBSD, for re-search purposes,
HU knows … patrick@uqd-edu.eu
Do you have a requirement, material or immaterial?
Have it in our next issue by sending to Lady Suzanne at suzanne.edwards@uqd-edu.eu
Quote of the Day!

"Artists, scientists, musicians are always thinking out of the box, while others don't even know they are in
the box."
Lady Helen Menyes
"It’s very important to do the work we do because we push the boundaries; it's the only way to wake up the
masses."
Lady Helen Menyes

Do you have a quote or poem you wish to share?
If so please send it to Lady Suzanne at suzanne.edwards@uqd-edu.eu for inclusion next month’s issue.

Also a special congrats to Lady Helen Menyes for her recent receipt of the Rising Star Award in
Vancouver BC Canada for SNOWWARS- A documentary produced by Mineworks in Germany.
Poem of the Day!
Relativity
Written by Sir William Donavan

There was a young lady named Bright
Whose speed was far faster than light;
She set out one day
In a relative way
And returned on the previous night.

A Dedication to St. Germain
Written by Lady Suzanne Edwards

Your gentle guidance
You never push
Planting seeds in silence
Near the violet flamed bush

Freedom and emancipation
Is what you hold dear
No divisions, no Nations
For humanity to see clear

Humility, transparency, accountability
Unconditional love for all
Creating anew with tranquility and stability
Making the old paradigm fall

Assisting humanity with the current experiment
Many miss it due to your eccentric ways
But those lucky enough will embrace it as relevant
And their souls will emit a violet blaze

You teach forgiveness so hate will not fester
You say to view life through the eyes of a jester
You teach us to observe, not to attach to events
And to be Sovereign and not chase cents

You love your “cuppers” and your “click click”
You teach that only if you wish to, you will be sick
But most of all you wish us to know
That WE are ALL ONE yet part of the one-man show

You remind us that the jubilee is now
To have fun and to take a bow
Your hope is for a sense of community
And for humanity to move from the illusion of separatism, to one of unity

You remind us that no one exists but ourselves
That our bodies are mere shells
That we create “guna’s” that each hold a lesson to see
In our mirror that reflects back to thee and holds much mystery

Dedicated to St Germain, my greatest Teacher. I am blessed.

